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BRINGING 
AWESOME
TO LIFE
Welcome to Först.

When Först was born in 2013, it was born with a passion 

- A passion to be the best in the field of Arboriculture; 

a desire to lead from the front with innovation and 

performance and a steel-like resolve to bring a product 

range and after-sales service to our customers that is 

second to none.

It’s been a great ride. Thanks to outstanding customers 

and a fantastic team, today, Först leads from the front. 

With hardy products offering staggering performance, 

and an after-sales team backing them every day, Först 

is the preferred choice for professional arborists and 

contractors Europe wide. 

Thank you for taking the time to review this product 

brochure, and we look forward to welcoming you on the 

next stage of the Först journey – it’s going to be great!

www.forstglobal.com





EXPLORE THE FEATURES

TOUCH BUTTON CONTROLS

Simply excellent feed controls. Fully water and vibration 
proof touch pad buttons, with no moving parts, and 
slim to the side of the hopper.

ROBUST ‘C’ SECTION CHASSIS

We use ‘C’ as opposed to box; It ’s stronger and better 
suited to the job. You can paint all around it, and water 
doesn’t get trapped inside. This is a tough chassis built 
for the job.

VARIABLE FEED ROLLER SPEED

You can alter the feed roller speed to make the job 
quicker, and to make it most effective for the type of 
timber you are chipping. It will go fast!

FÖRSTGRIP FEED ROLLERS

The Först unique feedroller system! The FörstGrip top 
feed roller climbs on an arc toward the timber, pulling 
the material towards the flywheel, and naturally 
climbing butt ends to make infeed grip exceptional. 
Twin high tension springs either side of the roller, as well 
as the sheer weight and gravitational pull, mean even 
the toughest forks and limbs are broken.

OPEN FLYWHEEL SYSTEM

Simply phenomenal velocity when chipping. Först will 
throw the chip right to the front of your wagon, due to 
the open top flywheel system with large gusseted 
draught fins at the rear. Chip is thrown, not blown, 
meaning blockages on wet material are simply not a 
problem.

CENTRAL GREASING BANK

Central greasing makes maintenance a breeze.  
You don’t have to lift a single cover to grease this 
machine; how’s that for happy operators?



EASY ACCESS ANVIL

It’s as important to have a good anvil as it is to have 
sharp blades. The anvil on our chippers can be turned, 
or replaced, in a matter of minutes. It couldn’t be 
simpler. 

CLEAR FUEL TANK

Clear, easy fill, 30 litre fuel tank with large neck for all 
types of filling method.

PREMIUM CONSTRUCTION

Built tough. All edges are flanged and finished to a 
high standard, with a durable powder coat.

AUTOINTELLIGENCE CONTROL SYSTEM 

A simple, yet advanced, electrical control system 
taking care of all the electrics on the machine. A 
completely water and vibration proof system designed 
and tested in the toughest environments, giving 
excellent usability and outstanding reliability. It will also 
make you aware when servicing is due, and will 
recommend routine maintenance.

FOLDING  FEED HOPPER

Fold down hopper with level feed tray and open top, 
for easy feeding of bushy material. Top bar hopper 
available as an option.

LED LIGHTING
LED Lighting fitted as standard on all our machines. 
Will operate on either 12 or 24 Volt systems. Makes 
bulb failure a thing of the past. 



We understand the needs of the arborist. We know 
and appreciate the significance of the 750kg weight 
boundary. But we also know how important a tough, 
hardy, and fast woodchipper is to you.

The ST6P is a new generation of 750kg woodchippers. 
There are no compromises; no corners have been cut to 
bring this machine below 750kg - it has been designed 
from the ground up to be the best in class.

The first Först to host a petrol engine and what a result! 
The ST6P rivals any diesel competitor and does it in 
style. Phenomenal chipping ability, amazing torque 
from the EFI engine, and fuel consumption which will 
astound you. This machine is as efficient as a diesel.  

Stage 5 ready – this machine complies with the 2019 
emissions regulations, thanks to its petrol engine, a 
new law which will affect all diesel machines over 24 
horse power.

ST6P
THE BIRTH OF A NEW ERA

st6P TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
feed aperture 6” x 8” / 150mm x 200mm
feed roller system forstgrip feed roller system
flywheel system open top flywheel (640 x 25mm) Twin 8” Blades
ENGINE  Briggs & stratton vanguard / 37HP / V twin petrol
no stress system autointelligence no stress device
fuel capacity 30 litres
noise level  lwa 118DB
weight  745kg
dimensions  width 1300mm / length 3329mm / height (with chute) 2270mm



ST8P
THE BEST HAS GONE PETROL

Our famous 8” x 10” capacity machine now with a 57hp 
petrol engine to beat the 2019 emissions regulations 
and still give phenomenal chipping performance. It’s 
excellent on fuel consumption too – contrary to what 
you might think. 

The Först ST8 has to be one of the best selling 8” 
Woodchippers in Europe. Known for it’s phenomenal 
chipping performance and it’s ability to crush limbs and 
snap forks the ST8 is a fast, aggressive performance 
machine. 

The ST8P brings all of the performance features of the 
standard ST8 diesel but with more power under the 
bonnet and fully compliant with the 2019 emissions 
regulations.  

st8P TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
feed aperture 8” x 108” / 200mm x 255mm
feed roller system forstgrip feed roller system
flywheel system open top flywheel (728 x 30mm) Twin 10” Blades
ENGINE  kubota / 57HP / petrol
no stress system autointelligence no stress device
fuel capacity 35 litres
noise level  lwa 122dB
weight  1250kg
dimensions  width 1500mm / length 3669mm / height (with chute) 2370mm



Built for a hard life, the TR8 is a genuine jaw-dropping 
performance machine for maximum performance in 
remote locations. Compact enough to be nimble and 
manoeuvrable, yet offering performance to rival much 
larger machines the TR8 is the ultimate contractor’s 
chipper for disposing of high volume timber and brash.

z
TR8
THE BENCHMARK 
FOR PERFORMANCE

TR8 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
feed aperture 8” x 10” / 200mm x 255mm
feed roller system forstgrip feed roller system
flywheel system open top flywheel (728 x 30mm) Twin 10” Blades
ENGINE kubota / 45HP turbo/ diesel
no stress system autointelligence no stress device
fuel capacity 35 litres
noise level lwa 122dB
weight 1500kg
dimensions width 1500mm / length 2730mm / height (with chute) 2490mm



z z
XR8
zUNRELENTING PERFORMANCE

We’ve listened again. The XR8 Traxion is the ultimate 
utility arb contractor’s woodchipper. Never before has 
such a high-performance chipper been able to access 
places that the XR8 Traxion will stroll to. Robust, fast, 
and with the ability to get right where you need it – 
welcome to the Först XR8 Traxion. 

The Traxion Embankment System 
Tough and robust scissor-action parallel linkage leg 
system gives this machine exceptional versatility; allowing 
you to expand and retract the legs independently, to 
make for safe tracking on the bank side, or to negotiate 
over obstacles. With a massive ground clearance of 
695mm, when fully expanded, and a width of 1230mm; 
this machine will pass over enormous obstacles with 
ease. With one track extended this system will traverse 
banks of up to 35 degrees.  

XR8  TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
feed aperture 8” x 10” / 200mm x 255mm
feed roller system forstgrip feed roller system
flywheel system open top flywheel (728 x 30mm) Twin 10” Blades
ENGINE  kubota / 48.1HP / naturally aspirated/diesel
no stress system autointelligence no stress device
fuel capacity 35 litres
noise level  lwa 122dB
weight  2075kg
dimensions  width 1510mm / length 2730mm / height (with chute) 2521mm



As the first woodchipper manufacturer to offer the 3 Year Warranty, 
we believe in standing by our customers as well as our products.

The Först brand is not just about outstanding products, but even better 
customer service. We view the world from the customers point of view, 
we treat our customers as we would want to be treated ourselves; 
which is why once you have bought a Först you are a customer for life.

Honest, reliable, and on-time service is what the Först service team live 
by; always going the extra mile for our customers and giving them the 
very best every time. 

Först is manufactured in Hampshire, UK, which is also home to our 
Head Office and Service Department. Först is supported nationwide 
in the UK with a inclusive service support network, comprising of both 
Redwood staff and external service partners. With in excess of 50 Först 
trained engineers across the UK, you are never too far from a Först 
service partner. 

Först has a strong presence in Europe with the German business, Först 
GmbH, operating in two depots in Germany, together with an extensive 
support network.

SUPPORT LIKE NO OTHER



Just as you see it. The Först 3 Year Warranty is a 
comprehensive parts and labour warranty, which comes 
as standard with every Först product. Why not guarantee 
a product for 3 years when you have the confidence in 
it’s a quality and longevity? We put our money where our 
mouth is. Trust it. 

As the first manufacturer to set the 3 Year Warranty 
benchmark, Först is a true leader in the field offering a 
service offering second to none. 

AS STANDARD



Best investment we have made. A big investment to a young 
company like mine, but by heck is this thing a machine!!

Ed Flint  Flint Tree Surgeons

Hi Först, just wanted to send a quick message to say what an absolute legend the engineer 
who serviced our machine was - a true asset to the company. Very knowledgeable and 
happy to answer any questions; also seemed very happy to work for you guys. Thanks again 
for a Top Machine, Great Service, and Quality Products! Keep them coming!

Alex Catt  Catts Tree Care

Först and Redwood have always been very good to us. 
We have a TR8 that has done 300 hours in 6 months 
and never had a spanner on it, except a service.

Simon Hart  Hartwood Treeworks

TESTIMONIALS
Customers are great! We receieve messages on a weekly basis 
from excellent customers, who take the time out to thank our 
team for the products and service we provide.

Here is a selection of testimonials from customers who made 
the right choice and joined the ‘Först Family’! 



We have got 2 Först chippers - TR8 and ST6. Service has been excellent. I trade 
mine in after the warranty which means we always have a good machine.  
I wouldn’t look elsewhere for this size of chipper

Daniel Holder  Holder Tree Services Ltd.

I had a visit from Först Service yesterday - what a thoroughly nice 
and professional chap! On your telephone system you boast about 
the after-sales service, and rightly so. Absolutely spot on! Thankyou.

Steve Blyth  Stubbington Tree Care Ltd.

The Först chippers are brilliant. So much power when pulling thorn in!

Robin Parker-Jones  Glendale Managed Services Ltd.

Först customer service is unreal! I had something go wrong 
once called them up at 11am, they had someone on site and 
fixed by 2:30pm. Cannot fault them.

Jamie Osborne  Essex Tree Care Ltd.

After 600 hours of full on hammer, I’ve only had to replace a 
grease line that broke (10 mins) and the curtain 
(10 mins).  Absolutely no complaints with this machine.

David Myers  Myers Tree Care



Stevens Group
293 Landing Drive
Mangere
Auckland, New Zealand

www.stevensgroup.co.nz
sales@stevensgroup.co.nz
09 275 0443
0508 STEVENS




